Model: 44SQ-C-R-SST   Rotary

Finish: Stainless Steel w/ Quartz Coated Reader Windows. (Options Avail.)

Features:
* Flush Mounted Proximity Readers
* Aircraft Aluminum Arm & Hub
* DIN Rail Mounted Power Supply
* Internal Equipment Plate.
* 12 million minimum Cycle Mechanism

Cabinet Specifications:
Length: 44"
Width: 8.5"
Height: 40"

Cabinet shown with Center Section; Conduit / Wire routing accessible. (Options Available)

Mechanism: Micro-Controlled Solenoid with Energy Saving Module. Up to 60 passages per minute Continuous Duty Cycle.

Operation:
Entrance = Present Card - Enter - Arm Returns
Exit = Present Card - Exit - Arm Returns

Function: Normally Locked in Both Directions (Options Available)

Quality: All production units include a 10,000 cycle Burn-In. No Ballpark "Clicking".

Included: Flush Mounted Prox Readers, Red & Green Indicator LED's

Warranty: 5 Years: Zero-Maintenance, Transferrable. No Scheduled Service Intervals

Location: Front Lobby. All Badged Employees, Visitors and Contractors.